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Expanding Your Definition of Sacred Sex Workbook:
GUIDED EXERCISES & JOURNALING EXPERIENCE

Read the questions below and answer them as thoroughly as you can.
These are your private thoughts and feelings.

How do you define sex now?

Who taught you about sex? When? How did you learn about it?

What did you think that sex meant back then?

How did you feel about your early sexual experiences?
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Did you feel you had a voice in those early sexual experiences?

Do you pleasure yourself sexually?

When did you begin to engage in pleasuring yourself?

What kind of thoughts do you have when pleasuring yourself?

Do you see a connection between your self-pleasuring fantasies and experiences in your life?
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How old were you when you first had sex?

Describe your first sexual experience.

How did you feel about that experience?

How did you feel about yourself in that early sexual experience?

How did you feel about the person you had that sexual experience with?
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What were your subsequent experiences with sex?

How many sexual experiences have you had?

How would you describe yourself sexually?

Describe the worst sexual experience you have had. What was painful about it?

Describe the best sexual experience you have had. What did you like about it?
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Describe your sex life currently.

What do you like about your current sex life?

What would you like to change about it?

Has your view about sex changed in recent years?

What do you think sacred sexuality is? What is your vision?
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What kind of experiences do you want to have with your partner?

What is standing in the way between how things are now and how you want them to be?

Do you and your partner talk about sex? Do you ask for what you want sexually?

If you have a partner, does your partner want sacred sexuality, too? Have you discussed your
desire for a different kind of sexuality?
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Exercises for Practicing Sacred Sexuality
1

Set your intention together
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to have this be a healing, sacred and
intimate experience above all else.
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Make a sacred space

Play music that you find sacred. Light
candles. Put anything else in the room that
makes it feel sacred and safe to you and
your partner.
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Welcome the divine energies

Sit across from each other in the bed or on
the floor. Perform a ritual (say a prayer or do
a brief meditation) that invites the Universe/
God Source into your sexual experience.
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Allow yourself to see your partner as part of
the love and wisdom of the Universe, to see
their divinity.
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Stay connected during sex

If you do feel guided to have intercourse, stay
connected, stopping to cuddle whenever
that connection breaks. You may complete
the experience of intercourse or you may feel
complete without that.
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Stare into each other’s eyes. Hold that gaze
for a full minute while you focus on feeling
your connection to each other and the
Universe/God/Source.

Ask about having sex

Since safety and relaxation are fundamental,
be sure that you both feel guided to
continue into a sexual experience together.

Receive a blessing

Connect to your partner

Send love to your partner

While you are staring into each other’s eyes,
send love and safety to your partner from
the Universe.

from the Universe/God/Source for you
and your sexual connection. If you feel any
shame at this point, ask for it to be released
and allow yourself to feel the blessing.
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See the divine in your partner

Enjoy the Experience

and notice your relaxation. After you have
practiced this exercise several times, you
will notice that your attitude toward sex is
becoming more relaxed. You will notice that
the compulsion to orgasm and not stop until
you do isdiminishing and that the feeling of
safety and relaxation is growing.
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Expanding on the Creation of a Sacred Space
Every part of creating a sacred experience is important. There is a powerful impact in
creating a space that feels spiritual and precious. These are steps to support this creative
and powerful process of preparation.
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Sacred Sexuality means sexuality that
is connected to the spiritual realms. It’s
imperative that the setting reflect this
intention.

Begin with noticing how you feel in your
bedroom. Feel the energy in your body.
When you look at the furnishings and the
colors and the placement of the items in
the room, how do you feel?
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What colors open your heart? What
colors ignite your passion? Find a way to
include those colors in your room.
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What textures do you love against your
skin? Include these in the room.
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Make a sacred sexuality playlist to play
during all your sexual encounters. Be sure
that you only include music that inspires
both of you, that supports the energy of
sacredness, of whatever you think of as
divine. Use the experience as part of your
foreplay for sacred sexuality.
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Choose a means of creating a circle
around your bed of around you,
wherever you are choosing to have a
sexual encounter. You can use stones or
crystals, candles or pillows, whatever you
agree on. Create the circle as part of the
preparation for each encounter.

Make sure the room is always clean,
no clutter. This simple fact supports
the energy of sacredness. The lifeforce
energy, chi, is attracted to open, clean
spaces.

You don’t have to spend a bunch of
money to change things, but you need to
change it to reflect the energy that you
want to shift. Look around the house and
see what you might be able to move into
the bedroom.
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Journaling Exercise
Take time reflecting on your answers to all the questions in this workbook. Create a
sacred space and practice the sacred sexuality tool.
After you have done all this, take the time to journal about your dreams.

Take time to journal about how things have already changed with all the changes you have made.

Journal about the things you still want to change.

Journal about what it will take to reach those dreams? How do you need to be different?

What support do you need to be able to make these changes?
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Do you have that support?

How do you plan to obtain it?

Don’t stop until you have the sacred sexuality
you want to co-create.
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